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Abstract: Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) aim to optimize patient care by assisting physicians
during the decision-making process. However, guideline adherence is highly affected by its un-
structured format and aggregation of background information with disease-specific information.
The objective of our study is to extract disease-specific information from CPG for enhancing its adher-
ence ratio. In this research, we propose a semi-automatic mechanism for extracting disease-specific
information from CPGs using pattern-matching techniques. We apply supervised and unsupervised
machine-learning algorithms on CPG to extract a list of salient terms contributing to distinguishing
recommendation sentences (RS) from non-recommendation sentences (NRS). Simultaneously, a group
of experts also analyzes the same CPG and extract the initial patterns “Heuristic Patterns” using
a group decision-making method, nominal group technique (NGT). We provide the list of salient
terms to the experts and ask them to refine their extracted patterns. The experts refine patterns
considering the provided salient terms. The extracted heuristic patterns depend on specific terms
and suffer from the specialization problem due to synonymy and polysemy. Therefore, we generalize
the heuristic patterns to part-of-speech (POS) patterns and unified medical language system (UMLS)
patterns, which make the proposed method generalize for all types of CPGs. We evaluated the
initial extracted patterns on asthma, rhinosinusitis, and hypertension guidelines with the accuracy of
76.92%, 84.63%, and 89.16%, respectively. The accuracy increased to 78.89%, 85.32%, and 92.07% with
refined machine-learning assistive patterns, respectively. Our system assists physicians by locating
disease-specific information in the CPGs, which enhances the physicians’ performance and reduces
CPG processing time. Additionally, it is beneficial in CPGs content annotation.

Keywords: recommendation statements identification; guideline processing; pattern extraction;
information extraction; clinical text mining

1. Introduction

Technological advancements have generated a great boom for the healthcare industry,
by enhancing its reach to a wider population pool and augmenting the clinical practices
with state-of-the-art research. Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) represent a formalization
of the medical intricacies, which would otherwise, greatly hinder the delivery of high qual-
ity, healthcare services [1]. CPGs play a pivotal role in standardization and dissemination of
medical knowledge, prevention of ad-hoc non-standard practice variations, and providing
evidence-based treatments [2,3]. Typically, the contents of a CPG, describe disease-specific
process flows, patients’ summaries, medical decisions, content specific alerts, and proto-
cols, which provide the necessary ingredients for dealing with a wide variety of medical
situations [4,5]. However, the adherence rate of CPGs, is highly dependent on their nature,
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and the applicable clinical scenario, which leads to an effective usage rate between 20%
and 100% [6]. Some of the common reasons for non-adherence to these guidelines, include,
a lack of awareness for the healthcare practitioners, and the difficulty in understanding the
large textual content of the CPGs in a limited time, during the clinical practice [6–8].

One of the possible solutions to this problem is to transform CPGs into a machine-
interpretable format and to integrate the knowledge extracted from these, with clinical
information systems and Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS). This knowledge inte-
gration leads to the creation of Guideline-based CDSS, which can provide disease-specific
recommendations for optimizing and customizing the patient care. Additionally, machine-
interpretable CPGs allow the physicians to save their valuable time, by providing a mean-
ingful abstraction of the contents and disease-specific information, thereby enhancing
healthcare delivery.

Based on the importance of the provided information, CPG contents can be categorized
into two parts. First, the background information, which includes abstract information
related to the background and point of view of the authors. Second, the disease-specific
information, which elaborates causes, consequences, and actions related to a disease.
For instance, the sentence, “Hypertension remains one of the most important preventable
contributors to disease and death.” represents background information, while “In the
black hypertensive population, including those with diabetes, a calcium channel blocker or
thiazide-type diuretic is recommended as initial therapy.” represents disease-specific infor-
mation, also known as a recommendation sentence. Therefore, the understandability and
classification of CPG contents is an important step, before its transformation to computer
interpretable format. Among this information, the recommendation sentences are the main
focuses and desired contents that need to be extracted from CPG. These contents assist the
domain experts in making evidence-based decisions.

The field of text classification and information extraction has greatly benefited from
advances in computing, producing a plethora of algorithms, tools, and applications, based
on machine-learning and pattern-based approaches. [9–14]. However, in the clinical do-
main, most of the natural language processing tasks including, guideline processing and
information extraction, are still using pattern-based approaches [15]. Pattern-based ap-
proaches perform better than machine-learning models in clinical text classification [16].
The patterns are generally extracted by human experts based on their heuristics [17].
An expert focuses on the sequence of terms used in content for patterns, therefore the
terms used in patterns suffer from the problems of polysemy and synonymy [18]. To over-
come this problem, we proposed a machine-learning assistive pattern-based approach,
which consists of heuristic patterns, part-of-speech (POS) patterns, and unified medical
language system (UMLS) patterns for CPGs sentence classification to recommendation
sentences (RS) and non-recommendation sentences (NRS). A group of experts extracted
the initial heuristic patterns from an annotated guideline based on their heuristics using
a group-based decision-making method known as nominal group technique (NGT) [19].
The NGT is selected due to its effectiveness in a group decision-making process. Simulta-
neously, we apply supervised machine-learning algorithms such as decision tree and rule
induction, and unsupervised algorithm including Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and
word2vec [20,21]. We selected the aforementioned algorithms because of their effectiveness
and decision transparency. These algorithms provide a list of words, which are mainly
contributing to a classification decision. We evaluated and analyzed all contributing words
considered by machine-learning and finalized a list of salient terms. We provided the
salient terms list to the participating experts to review their extracted patterns by consid-
ering those salient terms as well. The experts revised the patterns which increased the
sentence classification accuracy. The proposed approach has two-fold benefits. It presents
disease-specific information to physicians, which helps in providing standardized clinical
services. It can also be used in annotating CPG sentences for computable CPGs generation.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3
provides the detail of the proposed solution. Section 4 describes results with discus-
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sion, Section 5 evaluates the proposed methodology, and finally, Section 6 concludes
the study.

2. Related Work

CPGs have acted as a formal resource for identification and adaptation of best practices
in the medical domain, since the late 1970s [22]. However, the transformation of theory,
in the form of textual CPGs, into common clinical practice, is only possible, when it is
transformed into a machine-interpretable model. Many approaches have been proposed to
achieve this transformation, especially focusing on representing and executing knowledge
from CPGs over patient-specific clinical data. Some of these approaches include document-
centric models, probabilistic models, decision trees, and task network models, which can
be used to represent guidelines in an appropriate format [23]. Still, the current solutions
for automatic conversion of CPGs into computer interpretable format, have many limita-
tions. The primary hurdle here, is the difficulty in accurately recognizing and extracting,
recommendation sentences from the textual content, since most of the recommendation
sentences are not written in the IF < condition > THEN < action > format. Therefore,
a technique is required that can extract recommendation sentences from CPG text. Some of
the approaches relevant to the proposed approach are described as follows.

R. Servan et al. [24] developed a methodology for the formalization of CPGs using
linguistic patterns and predefined templates. The linguistic templates were generated
from the domain ontology. Their proposed methodology performed activities including,
pattern extraction, selection of core patterns from extracted patterns for the generation
of an executable model, and finally the model evaluation. This methodology produced
reusable guidelines blocks/templates for authoring and formalizing CPGs. However, this
approach needs a customized domain ontology for mapping the concepts, while generating
the template.

R. Wenzina et al. [4] proposed a rule-based method using a combination of linguistic
and semantic information of UMLS. The authors hypothesized that each CPG statement
has an associated, domain-dependent linguistic and semantic pattern. They proposed
a weighting coefficient (relevance rate) to extract the relevant statements by identifying
the condition-action combination of terms. In this manner, their proposed model can
determine the relevancy of each statement towards the clinical workflow. The authors used
one guideline for identifying and extracting 12 “if” and 4 “should” statements. They found
that rules of type “if” have a better chance of detection than the type “should”.

H. Hematialam et al. [25] designed supervised learning models using ZeroR, Naive
Bayes, J48, and Random Forest for the classification of CPG statements. Using three
annotated guidelines(Hypertension, Chapter 4 of asthma, and rhinosinusitis), these models
were trained to classify each CPG statement into no condition (NC), condition-action (CA),
or condition consequence (CC). Additionally, Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging was used to
remove domain dependency constraints and recommendation statements were identified
by using modifiers and regular expressions. The most commonly used modifiers were “if”’,
“in”, “to”, “for”, “when”, and “which”. The identified recommendation statements were
then transformed into “if condition then consequences” format for rule generation in later
stages. The authors’ used models were one shot models, which require retraining each
time when a change occurs in the training dataset.

W. Gad El-Rab et al. [26] proposed a framework for active dissemination of and
automatic knowledge extraction from, CPGs. Their proposed framework automates some
of the activities to reduce manual efforts. The framework follows a multi-step approach
and uses an unstructured information management architecture (UIMA) for identifying
medical concepts. The authors achieved this by performing several information processing
activities such as XML parsing, text cleansing, medical concept tagging, medical tags
disambiguation, clinical context pattern detection, clinical context filtering, and clinical
context mapping.
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S. Priyanta et al. [27] performed a comparative analysis of sentence subject classifica-
tion using rule-based and machine-learning models. The authors used opinion patterns for
rule generation. They performed sentence subjectivity evaluation on Indonesian news to
classify a news sentence into a subject or an objective. This classification was achieved using
two machine-learning models, including a Naive-based classifier (NBC) and a multinomial
Support Vector Machine (SVM). The evaluation and analysis of the results proved that
the rule-based classifier has better performance with 80.36% accuracy, as opposed to SVM
with accuracy 74.0% and NBC with accuracy 71%. This difference in accuracy between
the rule-based approach and machine-learning algorithms has prevented the usage of the
latter, in real solutions [15].

Similar to clinical domain, other domains also extensively use pattern-based ap-
proaches for NLP tasks such as opinion mining in various languages such as Persian [28]
and Chinese [29]. Dashtipour et al. [28] proposed a hybrid framework of dependency
grammar rules and deep neural networks for Persian opinion mining. The framework
identifies polarity of the text by applying linguistic rules. However, if there is no rule to
trigger for an unseen instance, the framework switches to the neural network model for the
classification. Similarly, Qiang et al. [29] uses chines language grammar rules as constraints
for Bi-LSTM model which improved chines sentiment classification compared to other
deep-learning models such as RNN and LSTM.

The aforementioned research initiatives, either use patterns, machine-learning models,
POS tags, or UMLS mapping for recommendation statement identification. Each approach
has its pros and cons. For example, the existing pattern-based identification methods use
single patterns (heuristic, POS, or UMLS) which depend on some pre-specified or extracted
patterns and face difficulty in producing a generalized solution. In order to mitigate
these limitations and to get generalized patterns, we need a mixed-method approach,
which combines multiple techniques. Therefore, we proposed a machine-learning-assisted
pattern-based approach by combing heuristic patterns, POS patterns, and UMLS patterns.
The mixed-method approach increases the chance of accurate detection of recommendation
sentences by providing a complete and synergistic use of various individual patterns.

3. Methodology

This research mainly focuses on the accurate extraction of recommendation sentences
from CPGs, irrespective of the CPG target disease and format. The process flow of the pro-
posed sentence extraction mechanism is depicted in Figure 1. Our proposed methodology
consists of four major steps: document preprocessing, salient terms extraction, the pat-
tern extraction process, and sentence classification. In the Document preprocessing step,
we prepare the contents of the CPG according to the required format (sentences in our
case). Salient extraction then identifies and extracts sentence decision terms using machine-
learning interpretable models. This is followed by Pattern extraction, which provides the
steps required for extracting the Heuristic Patterns and their generalizations (POS patterns
and UMLS patterns). Finally, Sentence classification applies the extracted patterns and
analyzes the CPG sentence characteristics to distinguish between the recommendation and
non-recommendation sentences.

3.1. Document Preprocessing

In information processing, Preprocessing is a very important step, which is used
to transform raw input data into its cleaner counterpart. This transformation generally
influences the data-driven decision modeling pipeline, and it takes 50% to 80% of the
computational time [30,31]. The overall objective of preprocessing is to transform input
data into a form that is compilable with automated knowledge mining techniques. In this
study, the goal of Document Preprocessing is to split the CPG documents into sentences.
This goal is achieved by three sub-steps. First, the Document Reader loads the CPG textual
document to computer memory for processing. Second, format alignment is performed
by removing all empty lines and replacing multiple spaces with a single space. Finally,
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the document is split into sentences by the Sentence Extractor using Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) sentence tokenizer. The extracted sentences are fed to the Pattern Extraction
Process and Sentence Classification components for patterns extraction and to identify the
recommendation sentences.

Figure 1. Process flow of the proposed recommendation identification technique.

3.2. Salient Terms Extraction

The objective of this component is to identify the key terms in CPG contents, using
both supervised and unsupervised machine-learning techniques. This objective is achieved
in three steps; guideline preprocessing, interpretable model training, and salient terms
identification. The guideline preprocessing transform CPGs to machine-processable format
by tokenization, stemming, case transformation, stop word removal, and synonym identifi-
cation. We trained a set of supervised machine-learning models comprising of decision
tree and rule induction, and unsupervised algorithms LDA, and word2vec to find the key
contributing terms in a CPG for taking sentence classification decision. These techniques
were selected due to their results transparency and effectiveness in the classification task.
We applied various parameter settings for each model to check its classification accuracy
and extract the final terms, which are then used for making the classification decision.
As an example in the decision tree model, we apply gain ratio, information gain, accu-
racy, and Gini index splitting criteria. We also evaluate the models’ behaviors with and
without feature selection. In feature selection, filter-based and wrapper-based techniques
were applied to limit the number of features and nodes of the final model by eliminating
irrelevant features. However, identifying the correct number of features is still an open
research issue, in this study, we used the grid search technique [32] to dynamically set
the number of features for a model. The algorithm used for dynamic features selection is
given in Algorithm 1. We check the terms considered by the model generated after feature
selection to get a valuable list of salient terms considered by the model.

The example of the decision tree model is shown in Figure 2. The decision tree model
have considered total 8 unique salient terms including “cosmopolitan”, “reach”, “aged”,
“adult”, “channel”, “condition”, “person”, and “bespeak” for distinguishing recommen-
dation sentences from non-recommendation sentences in a CPG. We considered all terms
as salient terms, which are extracted by given models with all possible settings. A list of
partial salient terms considered by various machine-learning models is given in Table 1.
We shared a list of unique salient terms with human experts, hereafter knowledge engineers
(KEs), for reconsideration of their extracted patterns which leads to changes in the KEs
extracted patterns and causes increase in the final classification accuracy.
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Algorithm 1: Grid search-based dynamic feature selection algorithm.
Input : Guidelines G = {g1, g2, g3, ..., gn}, Models M = {m1, m2, m3, ..., mn}
Result: SelectedFeaturs F′ = { f ′1, f ′2, f ′3, ..., f ′m} | m ≤ n
foreach g in G do

Features F ← getFeaturs(g)
ModelAccuries MA = []
foreach m in M do

FeaturesAccuracies FA = []
for Range r in [5− lenght(F)] do

FeatureSubSet FS = F.slice(0, r)
Model = TrainModel(m, FS)
accuray = Model.evalute(g)
FeaturesAccuracies.push(accuracy)

end
ModelAccuries.push(FeaturesAccuracies)

end
AverageAccuryies AV = getAverage(MA)
MaxAccuray← max(AV)
F′ = F.slice(0, MaxAccuray.index)

end

Figure 2. Example decision tree model.

Table 1. List of salient terms considered by machine-learning models.

S.No Decision Tree Rule Induction LDA Word2vec

1 cosmopolitan cosmopolitan goal recommend
2 angiotensin reach low facilitate
3 bespeak black population improve
4 adult better treatment consideration
5 aged opinion year evidence
6 animation aged recommendation assess
7 condition condition evidence condition
8 reach former pharmacological quality
9 black case initiate regardless
10 decrepit commend hypertension referral
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3.3. Pattern Extraction Process

In pattern extraction, we applied the NGT process to identify and extract patterns.
Five KEs participate in the NGT process. The KEs have more than ten years of experience
in biomedical text processing, analysis, and pattern extraction. In the first phase of NGT,
we provided the same annotated hypertension guideline [33] to KEs for extracting patterns
based on their heuristics. Heuristic-based decisions are premised on the cognitive ability,
rule of thumb, intuitive judgment, an educated guess, and common sense of a person.
The following five steps were performed in the NGT process for extracting the patterns.

1. Introduce all team members and nominate a leader to cordially handle meetings.
The annotated CPG is provided to each member, the leader explained the purpose
and process of the study and the voting process.

2. All panel members analyze the provided CPG independently and extract the patterns
based on their heuristics that can identify recommendation statements in a CPG.

3. The leader collects all patterns extracted by each member and removes the duplicate
patterns. A total of 21 unique patterns were identified by all KEs as shown in Table 2.

4. The panel members discuss each pattern, and the concerned member explains the
reason for selecting the corresponding pattern.

5. All five participants rank each pattern from one to five, where one is the lowest and
five being the highest rank. The leader aggregate the ranks of each pattern.

6. A threshold value (total rank≥ 15 ) is selected with the consensus of all team members,
which is the 60% of team members agreement on a pattern.

7. Select those patterns, which have a higher accumulative rank than the threshold value
(15). Based on this criterion, 10 patterns are selected as final patterns shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Evaluation matrix for nominal group technique (NGT).

S.No Extracted Patterns KE-1 KE-2 KE-3 KE-4 KE-5 Total Score

1 .*lead(s)? to.* 3 3 2 1 2 11
2 .*treatment (should|with|to).* 2 3 4 4 3 16
3 .*initiat(.*)treatment.* 2 3 2 3 4 14
4 .*to improve.* 4 4 1 3 5 17
5 .*evidence(.*)(to)? support.* 1 4 2 1 3 11
6 .*(patient(s)?)? with (disease).* 3 3 4 5 4 19
7 .*should (include|continue).* 5 3 3 2 5 18
8 .*appli(es|ed)ed (to)?.* 2 1 3 2 3 11
9 .*can be used.* 3 2 2 1 2 10
10 .*(add|remove)(.*) drug.* 4 4 3 5 5 21

11 .*(panel)(.*)(recommend(ed)?
|conclude(ed)?|include(d)?).* 4 2 2 1 3 12

12 .*less effective.* 1 3 4 2 3 13
13 .*treatment (does not)? need.* 2 3 2 3 3 13
14 .*regardless of.* 3 4 3 3 2 15
15 .*meet.*goal.* 2 1 2 2 3 10
16 .*(increase|decrease).*dose.* 5 4 5 5 4 23
17 .*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.* 3 3 4 3 3 16

18 .*(improve(ment)?
|high quality).*dose.* 2 2 3 3 2 12

19 .*(Recommendation /d+/s+:.* 5 5 5 5 5 25
20 .*expert(s)?.*opinion.* 3 3 2 3 2 13
21 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation).* 4 3 3 2 4 16

In the first phase of the NGT, the KEs were unaware of the extracted salient terms
while extracting these patterns so that they can extract the patterns based on their heuristics
without any external bias. In the second phase of the NGT, we provided a list of salient
terms to all KEs and asked them to reevaluate their extracted patterns. The aforementioned
steps of NGT were performed again to reexamine the patterns with consideration of
salient terms. The KEs modified the extracted patterns based on the salient terms and
the final agreed-upon heuristics patterns list is given in Table 4. The patterns became
more general compared to patterns without considering salient terms. Most of the selected
patterns included some of the salient terms to boarder its scope. As an example the pattern
“.*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.*” became “.*(recommend(ed)? |better) treatment.*” after
reflecting salient term “better” in the pattern.
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Table 3. Extracted heuristics patterns without salient terms.

S.No Patterns without Salient Terms

1 .*(add|remove) (.*) drug.*
2 .*(recommend(ed)?) treatment.*
3 .*to improve.*
4 .*(increase|decrease) .*dose.* *
5 .*treatment (should|with|to).*
6 .*Recommendation /d+/s+:.*
7 .*should (include|continue).*
8 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation).*
9 .*regardless of.*
10 .*(patient(s)?)?with (disease).*

The key advantage of this approach is its ease of use and comprehensibility for human
beings without detailed domain knowledge. However, this approach highly depends
on the terms and terminologies of a specific guideline. Therefore, the extracted patterns
may not well-perform for all guidelines. To overcome this drawback, we generalized the
extracted patterns with the incorporation of two other techniques POS and UMLS patterns
for getting a generic solution.

Table 4. Extracted heuristics patterns with salient terms.

S.No Patterns with Salient Terms

1 .*(give|add|remove) (.*) drug.*
2 .*([I|i]n) (black|general) (.*) population.*
3 .*(recommend(ed)? |better) treatment.*
4 .*(increase|decrease) .*dose.*
5 .* ((public)? opinion) .* treatment (should|with|to).*
6 .*Recommendation /d+/s+:.*
7 .*should (include|continue).*
8 .*(dis)?continu(e|ed|ing|ation) |reach .* goal .*
9 .* (regardless of)|(having age).*
10 .*(patient(s)? |adult |(population group) )?with (disease).*

The general purpose of POS tagger is to briefly characterize and disambiguate the
grammatical category of words in a specific context. It helps to find the similarity and
distinction between words. In the proposed method, the POS-based classification is used
to generalize the solution for avoiding domain dependency. In this study, the application
of the POS tag produced inferior results. Therefore, we used the semi-POS method, which
is the combination of POS tags along with clue words. For example, in “.* VB .* drug .*”
“VB” is a POS that represents a verb while “drug” is a clue word. The list of POS tags, used
in the study, is described in Table 5.

Table 5. List of used POS tags.

Tag Description Tag Description

CD Cardinal number IN Preposition/sub-conj
MD modal NN Noun, sign. or mass
JJ Adjective TO ’to’
JJR Adjective, comparative VBG Verb present participle
VB Verb base from - -

The extracted heuristic patterns shown in Table 4 is transformed into POS patterns
as shown in Table 6. We employed the Stanford CoreNLP parser [34] to parse the input
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sentences to their POS categories. The input sentences were assessed by matching with the
POS tags listed in Table 5. The sentences matched with one or more patterns were tagged
as RS and NRS, otherwise. Finally, all NRS sentences were filtered out, and RS sentences
were left for further processing. The POS-based filter reduced domain dependency and
increased the accuracy of our proposed system. Here, the most significant POS tags used
for the identification are “Nouns" and “Verbs".

Table 6. List of extracted POS patterns.

S.No Patterns

1 .* VB .* drug .*
2 .* IN .* JJ .* population .*
3 .* (VB|JJR) .* treatment .*
4 .*NN.* dose .*
5 .* (JJ)? NN .* treatment (MD|IN|TO) .*
6 NN(/s+)?:(/s+)?CD .*
7 .*VB (include|continue).*
8 .*(VB+) .* goal.*
9 .*(regardless of)|VBG age.*
10 .* (JJ|NN) IN disease.*

The heuristic patterns displayed in Table 4, are also transformed into UMLS-based pat-
terns to achieve further generalization. The UMLS-based patterns, also known as semantic
patterns, cover a wide range of recommendation sentences. This process, additionally
improves the accuracy of the system by identifying the semantics of words and phrases in
a sentence to clarify its contextual meaning.

The UMLS is a knowledge source, which contains medical vocabularies, maintained
by the US National Library of Medicine [35]. It provides an interface for retrieving biomed-
ical concepts and semantic relations, by integrating a plethora of services, and assisting in
biomedical information processing and retrieval. RS mostly contains some of the biomed-
ical phrases, which can help to distinguish RS from NRS. Using this heuristic, first, we
identify the UMLS phrases using a tool called MetaMap [36] which can identify the UMLS
concepts behind medical text. Using this information, we map phrases of each sentence
with its corresponding biomedical concept. We then extract UMLS patterns by analyzing
the tagged sentences, identifiers, and their sequence. The example for one of the extracted
patterns is shown in Figure 3. A list of UMLS patterns used in our study is shown in Table 7.
The matched sentences with one or more of the UMLS patterns are finally tagged as RS,
and NRS otherwise. The NRS tagged sentences are then filtered out, and RS sentences are
stored for further processing.

Hypertension is the most common condition seen in primary care and leads to myocardial infarction , stroke , renal failure , and death if not detected early and treated appropriately

Disease or 

Syndrome
Quantitative Concept

Manufactured 

Object

Disease or 

Syndrome

Disease or 

Syndrome

Disease or

Syndrome
Finding Finding Temporal 

Concept

Functional 

Concept

Disease Leads to Disease

Health Care 

Activity

Guideline

Sentence

UMLS

Concepts

UMLS

Pattern

Figure 3. Example of UMLS-based pattern extraction.

3.4. Sentence Classification

The extracted patterns (Heuristic, POS, UMLS) shown in Tables 4, 6, and 7, respectively,
are used to classify a CPG sentence as RS or NRS. We combine the sentences labeled as RS
by heuristic patterns, POS patterns, and UMLS patterns, removing duplicates and storing
the RS tagged sentences in the recommendation sentence repository.
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Table 7. List of extracted UMLS Patterns.

S.No Patterns

1 .*(give|add|remove) .* Pharmacologic Substance .*
2 .*([I|i]n) .* Population Group .*
3 .*(Health Care Activity|Qualitative Concept).* Functional Concept.*
4 .*Functional Concept .* Pharmacologic Substance.*
5 .*Qualitative Concept .*Functional Concept (should|with|to).*
6 .*Idea or Concept /d+/s+:.*
7 .* should .* (Functional Concept|Idea or Concept).*
8 .*Idea or Concept .* Intellectual Product .*
9 .* regardless of|Organism Attribute.*

10 .* Population Group .* with .* (Disease or Syndrome) .*

4. Results and Discussion

We evaluated the proposed methodology based on the system’s accuracy in correctly
identifying the RS sentences. We extracted patterns as well as salient terms from a pub-
lished hypertension guideline annotated by a physician [33]. The guideline consists of
78 recommendation sentences out of 278 sentences. The guideline sentences were an-
notated as Condition-Action (CA), Condition Consequences (CC), Action (A), and Not
Applicable (NA). However, we considered CA, CC, and A tagged as recommendation
sentences while NA tagged sentences as NRS. For method evaluation, we used 70% of
sentences for pattern extraction and 30% for the testing. Furthermore, we evaluated the
extracted patterns on Rhinosinusitis [37] and chapter 4 of asthma guideline [38] to check
the generalization and accuracy of the extracted patterns. The details of datasets are given
in Table 8. The evaluation detail of each method is described in the following subsections.

Table 8. Details of dataset.

Guideline Total Sentence Recommendation Sentences Non-Recommendation Sentences

Hypertension 278 78 (28.06%) 200 (71.94%)
Rhinosinusitis 761 151 (19.84%) 610 (80.16%)
Asthma 171 53 (30.99%) 118 (69.01%)

4.1. Results: Preprocessing

The preprocessing steps required for KEs were simple, and the only requirement was
to split the CPG documents into sentences. However, the preprocessing steps required
for machine-learning models are more impactful in terms of the final model accuracy and
the number of salient terms. We compared the models with applying feature selection
techniques and without feature selection. We used the information gain ratio to assign a
weight to features and selected top k features. As mentioned earlier, the value of k highly
affects the model accuracy and the salient terms considered by the model. Therefore, we
tested the model on different values of k by apply Algorithm 1. The detail of k values and
their effects on the accuracy of the decision tree model is shown in Figure 4. As shown
in Figure 4, initially the accuracy was increasing gradually with an increment of k value.
From k = 40 to k = 79 the accuracy remained stable with maximum value, while accuracy
started to decrease as the value of k increased from 79. The average number accuracy of
the decision tree model in maximum at k = 40. Therefore, we selected top 40 features
for model training i.e., k = 40. The accuracy starts decreasing due to less relevant terms
consideration as k approaches beyond 79.
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Figure 4. Top k features and the model accuracy.

4.2. Results: Salient Terms Extraction

We evaluated our trained models: decision tree, rule induction, and gradient boosted
tree with and without feature selection on the hypertension [33], rhinosinusitis [37] and
chapter 4 of asthma guideline [38]. The models achieved classification accuracy as given
in Figure 5. Where graph (a) represents model accuracies when features selection was
not performed and (b) represents accuracies with features selection. Based on the results
shown in Figure 5, the accuracy of the model increases with feature selection. Also, the final
generated model changes the extracted salient terms.
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Figure 5. Model accuracy without and with features selection (a) Models accuracy without features
selection (b) Models accuracy with features selection.

4.3. Results: Pattern Extraction

We have three types of patterns: heuristics patterns, POS-based patterns, and UMLS-
based patterns. The CPGs sentence classification accuracy of each approach is given in the
subsequent subsections.

4.3.1. Heuristic Patterns

The heuristic pattern-based method without considering the salient terms list gives
84.93% accuracy on the test dataset (30% of the hypertension guideline). The results
showed that the extracted patterns work well on the test dataset. The extracted patterns,
given in Table 3, were also applied on Rhinosinusitis [37] and chapter 4 of asthma [38]
guidelines to evaluate the accuracy of the extracted patterns. Our proposed method
achieved an accuracy of 71.93%, 75.56%, and 84.93% on asthma [38], Rhinosinusitis [37],
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and Hypertension [33], guidelines, respectively, as depicted in Figure 6a. When the patterns
were reevaluated by considering machine-learning extracted salient terms, KEs updated the
pattern as shown in Table 4 that result increase in accuracy to 73.29%, 74.37%, and 86.04% in
asthma [38], Rhinosinusitis [37], and Hypertension [33], guidelines, respectively as shown
in Figure 6b.
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Figure 6. Extracted patterns accuracy (a) Heuristic patterns without salient terms accuracy (b)
Heuristic patterns with Salient terms accuracy (c) POS based patterns accuracy (d) UMLS based
pattern accuracy.

The heuristic patterns performed well on the testing part (remaining 30% ) of the
hypertension guideline [33]. However, the accuracy decreased by 12.75% on the other two
guidelines i.e., asthma and rhinosinusitis. The primary reason for this low accuracy was
the diverse format of the guidelines. One CPG uses different words and their sequence
for representing the same concepts as the others. Therefore, to overcome this issue and to
maintain accuracy, we added the POS-based patterns into the proposed technique.

4.3.2. POS Patterns

In the POS pattern technique, we combined the POS tags with clue words of the RS
sentences. Because the combination of POS tags and the clue words increased the system
accuracy. To evaluate the accuracy of the technique, all three guidelines (asthma, rhinosi-
nusitis, and hypertension) were used in the experiment, and we achieved an accuracy of
71.86%, 73.67%, and 85.45%, respectively, as shown in Figure 6c.

The results of Figure 6c depicts that the POS-based pattern did not perform well than
the heuristic patterns. However, POS patterns are applicable on all CPGs irrespective of the
CPG format. We achieved better accuracy than the POS without clue words, the primary
reason was the generalization of the patterns along with clue words. However, some of
the clue words may not be used in different guidelines. Therefore, a complete and generic
solution is required to resolve the aforementioned problem. To remove this deficiency, we
merged UMLS-based patterns into the proposed technique, which increased the system ac-
curacy. The detailed results of the UMLS pattern are described in the following subsection.

4.3.3. UMLS Patterns

The UMLS patterns, given in Table 7, classified recommendation sentences with the
accuracy of 74.27%, 82.57%, and 87.67% for asthma, rhinosinusitis, and hypertension guide-
lines, respectively, as shown in Figure 6d. The reason for the improvement of accuracy was
the UMLS concepts used in the recommendation sentences. Mostly, the recommendation
sentences use tags of “Population Group”, and “Pharmacologic Substance”; therefore,
UMLS-based patterns can easily recognize these sentences and increase the accuracy of the
systems’ classification.

After individual evaluation, we combined all three techniques and evaluated asthma,
Rhinosinusitis, and Hypertension guidelines before providing salient terms and after
providing salient terms. Before using salient terms the extracted patterns achieved the
accuracy of 76.92%, 84.63%, and 89.16%, respectively, as shown in Figure 7a. However,
after using salient terms the pattern accuracy increased to 78.89%, 85.32%, and 92.07%,
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respectively, as shown in Figure 7b. Here each sentence was evaluated by the three patterns
and tagged independently. A sentence tagged by one or more techniques was finally
considered to be an RS sentence otherwise NRS.
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Figure 7. Combined patterns accuracy (a) without salient terms (b) with salient Terms.

As shown in Figures 5–7 the feature selection, salient terms, and combined pat-
terns increased the classification accuracy, respectively. However, we performed a non-
parametric p-value test to check the significance of the improvements [39]. The improve-
ment shown in Figure 5 via feature selection (hereafter Model FS) compared to without
feature selection (hereafter Model WFS) is evaluated with a threshold value of 0.05 under
the following hypothesis.

• Null hypothesis H0: Model FS is not better than Model WFS
• Alternate hypothesis H1: FS is better than WFS

The calculated p-value for the above hypothesis is 0.035, which is less than the thresh-
old value of 0.05. Therefore, it rejects the null hypothesis H0 and conclude that model FS is
better than WFS. Similarly, we calculated the p-vale for other two cases, with and without
salient terms Figure 6, and combined vs individual patterns Figure 7 with resulted value
of 0.038 and 0.040, respectively. Hence the p-values showed the improvement caused by
feature selection, salient terms, and combination of heuristics, POS, and UMLS patterns are
statistically significant.

5. System Evaluation

The proposed technique is evaluated and compared with existing classical and ad-
vanced machine-learning models. In classical models, we targeted zeroR, Naive Bayes,
J48, and Random Forest as shown in Figure 8a, while in advanced models, our focused
algorithms are neural network (CNN), long short-term memory (LSTM) and Bi-directional
LSTM (Bi-LSTM) as shown in Figure 8b. In classical models, ZeroR achieved 69%, Naive
Bayes 69%, J48 67%, and Random Forest achieved an accuracy of 67% on asthma guide-
line; however, the proposed approach achieved higher accuracy of 78.89%. Similarly,
the accuracies of these algorithms on Rhinosinusitis guideline were, 80%, 80%, 81%, 84%,
respectively, while the proposed technique performed better with accuracy of 85.32%.
Likewise, the proposed algorithm correctly classified Hypertension CPG sentence with
an accuracy of 90.07%, which is higher than all classical models as depicted in Figure 8a.
The improved results of the proposed methodology are mainly due to the relevant patterns
execration, by combining expert heuristics with machine-learning techniques, and the
generalization of the patterns through POS, and UMLS techniques.
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Figure 8. Evaluation of proposed method on small datasets (a) with classical models (b) with
advanced models.

In advanced models, the accuracy of CNN is 72.72%, LSTM is 65.90%, Bi-LSTM is
68.82%, and the proposed system is 78.89% on asthma guideline. On Rhinosinusitis CPG,
the accuracies were 84.38%, 81.15%, 84.04%, and 85.32%, respectively. However, in the
Hypertension guideline, our proposed approach showed better results than the advance
machine-learning models, which is 90.07% higher than 71.42%, 74.29, and 77.14% as shown
in Figure 8b. The results obtained from the deep-learning models surpassed the classical
models in terms of accuracy. However, the proposed technique performed better than
deep-learning models. This is mainly because deep-learning models are data-hungry
models and required a large training data than the provided one.

The datasets used in the study have a small number of sentences, and the distribution
between recommendation and non-recommendation sentences is also very biased towards
non-recommendation. Therefore, data-hungry models such as deep-learning models did
not perform well as shown in Figure 8b. To overcome this deficiency, we checked the
applications of these advanced models with a large dataset by bootstrapping our dataset.
Three different experiments using bootstrapping and data balancing techniques were
performed and the results obtained are shown in Figure 9.

Initially, we merged all three datasets given in Table 8 resulted in a comparatively
large and an imbalanced dataset of 1210 sentences with 282 recommendation and 928
non-recommendation sentences. We named the generated dataset as “Merged Data”.
The application of classical and advanced machine-learning models on this dataset is
shown in Figure 9a,b, respectively. Among the classical model, decision tree (J48) model
performed the best at an accuracy of 77.19%, but still below the proposed technique which
stands at 81.63%. In deep-learning models CNN achieved 77.69%, LSTM 76.86%, and Bi-
LSTM surpassed the proposed technique by 0.39%. The merged dataset is more inclined
toward non-recommendation sentences, therefore, the trained models are also biased
toward the non-recommendation sentence. We overcome dataset biases by duplicating
the number of RS sentences, and swap theirs tokens, repeatedly. The resultant dataset
referred to as “Swap Data” in Figure 9 consist of 846 RS and 929 NRS of 1775 sentences.
The evaluation results of classical and deep-learning models on Swap Data are reflected in
Figure 9, where the Naive Bayes achieved the highest accuracy of 76.95% in classical models
while Bi-LSTM achieved highest accuracy of 79.88% in deep-learning model compared to
77.61% accuracy of the proposed technique.

Duplicating instances and swapping tokens may not be an efficient approach for
trained a generalized model. Therefore, we balanced and enlarge the dataset by data
augmentation [40], where we generated various RS sentences from the existing RS sen-
tences by replacing word tokens with their synonyms. The resultant dataset referred to as
“Augmented Data” in Figure 9 consists of 846 RS, 929 NRS sentences. The application of
classical and deep-learning models on the augmented data is shown in Figure 9 where the
naive-based remains at top; however, its accuracy dropped to 73.03%, while the proposed
method accuracy dropped to 74.97% highest in the classical models. Similar to the previous
cases, Bi-LSTM remains at top by achieving an accuracy of 83.05%, 8.08% higher than
the proposed technique. Despite better performance of deep-learning models, the tree-
based and pattern-based approaches are preferred in real clinical practices. Because the
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pattern-based approaches perform well on small datasets compared to deep-learning mod-
els as observed from results in Figure 8b. Additionally, clinical decision-making needs
transparent solutions to enhance the physician satisfaction. However, the pattern-based
decision-making is traceable instead of deep-learning models.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of proposed method on large datasets (a) with classical models (b) with
advanced models.

6. Conclusions

Clinical practice guidelines assist the domain experts in decision-making for diag-
nosis, management, and treatment. Healthcare providers face difficulties in CPG use.
The effectiveness of CPGs can be increased by locating disease-specific information in a
real-time manner. The primary contribution of this study is the set of patterns identified
from the guidelines with and without machine-learning assistance and proposed the hy-
brid technique with a combination of heuristic, POS-based, and UMLS-based patterns
for recommendation statement identification in guidelines. The extracted patterns iden-
tified recommendation sentences with 78.89%, 85.32%, and 92.07% accuracy in asthma,
rhinosinusitis, and hypertension guidelines, respectively. These patterns can provide
two-fold benefits. First, it can be used to identify specific information in a lengthy guide-
line. It increases the effectiveness of guidelines, their use, improves healthcare quality,
helps in providing evidence-based practice, and reduces processing time for identifying
disease-specific information. Second, it can be used for recommendation sentence anno-
tation in CPG-related applications. In the future, we will extend this research work for
guideline-based knowledge acquisition for assisting clinical decisions.
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